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Globeskateboarding.com
@globebrand_skateboarding

Celebrating 30 Years of Quality 
Skate Footwear. Since 1994.

AUSTYN GILLETTE, SAMMY MONTANO
VAL BAUER, CHRISTIAN MAALOUF

AARON KIM, MARK APPLEYARD
RODNEY MULLEN
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PORTUGAL

VAL
BAUER

“I wanna thank you all very much, for welcoming myself so warmly ever since it happened. You all 
made me super stoked and very confident about the decision I made and I am grateful for it. I’m 
looking forward to everything that is going to happen and anything I can bring to the company.”

Much love - Val
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GBGILLM 

DESIGNED & TESTED BY AUSTYN GILLETTE

The mid-cut version of Gillette. It’s built on Globe’s tried and tested Super-V™ 
outsole with custom foxing tape and toe bumper for enhanced board feel and added 
durability. Featuring our new Lux Shockbed™ insole; fusion-welded synthetic suede 
liner; Globe’s Flex-Resin Formula Rand wrap, and tonnes of other tech features — 
every detail of the Gillette is considered, making it a highly functional skate shoe.

• Lux Shockbed™ insole

• Super-V™ Outsole

• Tri-Ollie Dots

• Flex-Resin Formula
Black/Cream | 20475 
Waxed Canvas/Synthetic Leather/Mesh

Cream/Black | 11755 
Waxed Canvas/Synthetic Leather/Mesh

Gillette Mid
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GBGILL 

DESIGNED & TESTED BY AUSTYN GILLETTE

The Gillette represents everything Austyn wanted in his pro shoe. It’s built on Globe’s tried and 
tested Super-V™ outsole with custom foxing tape and toe bumper for enhanced board feel and 
added durability. Featuring our new Lux Shockbed™ insole; fusion-welded synthetic suede 
liner; Globe’s Flex-Resin Formula Rand wrap, and tonnes of other tech features — every detail 
of the Gillette is considered, making it a highly functional skate shoe.

• Lux Shockbed™ insole

• Super-V™ Outsole

• Tri-Ollie Dots

• Flex-Resin Formula

Gillette

Black/Black Suede | 10811   
Suede/Synthetic Leather/Mesh

Black/Black/Cream | 20611   
Suede/Synthetic Leather/Mesh

Cream/Pomegranate | 29107 
Suede/Synthetic Leather/Mesh
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GBDIME

REINVENTED WITH CHRISTIAN MAALOUF

Aesthetically inspired by the DNA of our past heritage classics with a 
modern focus on skate function and durability this layered vulcanized high 
top is designed purely for skateboarding. Built to last with multi-layered, 
rubber backed ollie protection. Globe’s Shockbed™ insole for impact 
control and Super-V™ outsole for enhanced grip and board feel.

Dimension
• Reinvented with Austyn Gillette

• Stretch Elastic Gore

• Shockbed™ insole for enhanced comfort

• Super-V™ outsole

• Wolverine® Pig Leather

Brown/Maalouf | 17356 
Action Nubuck/Suede/Canvas
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GBSURP

ILLUSTRATIONS BY SAMMY MONTANO

A utilitarian vulcanized skate silhouette featuring Globe’s 
Shockbed™ insole for impact control and Super-V™ outsole 
for enhanced grip and board feel. Tested and developed for 
skateboarding by our team, this evergreen staple is essential.

Surplus
• Colorways by Sammy Montano

• Shockbed™ Insole

• Super-V™ outsole

• Custom 3D Art on Foxing Tape
Black/Montano | 20593 
Leather/Canvas

White/Montano | 11789 
Leather/Canvas
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SAN
FRANCISCO
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GBDOVER

REINVENTED WITH AUSTYN GILLETTE

When Austyn joined the team, we immediately started working on a colourway for 
him to skate in. Austyn was drawn to the Dover because of its simplicity, durability 
and overall comfort. After adjusting the shoe to have a lower profile, internal 
padding for protection and additional holes for breathability, we can proudly say 
we have rebuilt a classic silhouette to be a highly functional skate shoe.

Dover
• Reinvented with Austyn Gillette

• Stretch Elastic Gore

• Shockbed™ insole for enhanced comfort

• Super-V™ outsole

• Wolverine® Pig Leather

Black Distress/Gillette | 20554 
Wolverine® Pig Leather
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GBMAHALO GBMAHALOPDESIGNED & DEVELOPED WITH MARK APPLEYARD DESIGNED & DEVELOPED WITH MARK APPLEYARD

Designed for skateboarding with Mark Appleyard, the 
Mahalo is a proven classic featuring Globe’s Shockbed™ 
insole for impact control specifically formulated for Mark 
and Super-V™ outsole for enhanced grip and board feel.

Mark Appleyard’s classic vulcanized skate silhouette with added rubber 
ollie patch for durability. Just like the original Mahalo the Mahalo Plus also 
features Globe’s Shockbed™ insole for impact control specifically formulated 
for Mark and Super-V™ outsole for enhanced grip and board feel.

Mahalo Mahalo Plus

• Developed with Mark Appleyard
• Shockbed™ Insole
• Super-V™ outsole

• Developed with Mark Appleyard
• Shockbed™ Insole
• Super-V™ outsole
• Ollie Patch

Khaki/Antique | 16109 
Suede/Canvas

Navy/Antique | 13045 
Suede/Canvas
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Cream/Black | 11755

Black/Black/Cream | 20611

Black Distress/Gillette | 20554

Brown/Maalouf | 17356

White/Montano | 11789

Navy/Antique | 13045

Black/Montano | 20593

Khaki/Antique | 16109

Black/Cream | 20475

Cream/Pomegranate | 29107 Black/Black/Suede | 10811

Gillette Mid

Gillette

Dover

Surplus

Dimension

Mahalo 
Mahalo Plus

We continue our relationship with Wolverine 
leathers, using their most durable pig nubuck. 
Pigs are much more environmentally friendly 
than cows, using less natural resources to 
raise, and producing less methane gas.

A shoe’s lasting board is a sheet of material 
that connects the shoe’s upper with its sole.  
Beginning from this season, all our lasting boards 
will be made from certified 100% post consumer 
polyester, to reduce our use of virgin materials.

We take what would normally be throw away 
scraps from the factory floor and recycle 
them into usable outsoles. This process 
prevents rubber from ending up in our 
landfills and is better for our environment.

Skate function and durability continue to drive 
the design process of our footwear as we source 
more sustainable materials to lessen our impact 
on the environment. Through partnerships with 
companies such as Bloom®, Wolverine Leathers® 
and Waste2wear®, we have introduced more eco-
friendly alternatives that have proven to be steps 
in the right direction. Our continual mission of 
making the most sustainable skate shoe ever rolls 
on. Better for skateboarding. Better for the planet.

Cotton grown with organic agriculture methods 
uses fewer pesticides than conventional 
cotton, and therefore reduces exposure to toxic 
chemicals that can end up in the ground, air, 
water and our food chain.

Wolverine leathers®Better for Skateboarding.
Better for the Planet.

P-C Lasting Boards

Upcycled Rubber

Organic Cotton


